
                                               Year Two Overview for Term Four 2022 
 
                                      Teacher; Trish Christian - tricia.christian@cewa.edu.au 

  

 Religious Education Units for Term Four; Advent - Christmas.  

 

Welcome to our final term this year.  
Term Focus and Theme: Go Around the World/ 
Christmas. 
 
This term we will engage in stories with an around d the 
world theme. We begin with Madeline, a 7-year-old girl 
attending a boarding school in Paris. We then visit 

Paddington in London, Strega Nona in Italy and TikiTiki Tembo, a Chinese 
boy with along name!  
We will share Advent stories and a those with a Christmas theme. 
 

Homework Grids for Revision  
This term, homework will still be based on 
revision. The assignments are to be 
completed in Homework Books and on 
Seesaw over the course of three weeks. Every 

grid has two elective activities. 
 

Edu-dance 
The first session of this will take place on Tuesday, October 11. The 
dancing performance will be shown during our yearly Christmas event. You 
will learn more through school newsletters. 
 
Reports and Progress Files Online 
At the conclusion of the year, these will be sent home. If you have any 
worries about your child's growth, parent meetings are offered. If I have 
any questions as I continue to grade and assess, I will get in touch with 
you. 
 
Excursion 
To Peninsula Farm excursion. the 23rd of November 2022. This will 
enhance our examination of the past. 
 

 
Mathematics  

The impact of one-step slides and flips with and without 
digital technology is studied by the students in Term 4 
together with location and transformation principles. 

Students review telling the time to the nearest quarter-hour as well as 
utilising the words "past" and "to." They use a calendar to mark the date 

and count the days in each month, as well as to name and arrange the 
months and seasons. 

The students will work on reading and interpreting mathematical activities. 
We will go over previously taught concepts, such as applying a variety of 
effective mental and written strategies to solve addition, multiplication, 
and subtraction problems. Additional practise in understanding and 
representing division as grouping into equal sets and solving 
straightforward issues. Each day's activities for the students will be 
evaluated for proficiency and comprehension. 

 

 
Health and Keeping Safe Curriculum. 
Strategies for Keeping Safe. 

This term, lessons will provide and scaffold 
learning activities that are appropriate for the 
children’s level of understanding. This will be done 

with repetition and continual reinforcement in everyday experiences to 
help children internalise concepts about abuse, neglect, and secrets. We 
will discuss strategies for keeping safe. We will review people and agencies 
on our trusted network, how to use assertive language. We talk about 
what persistence is and why it is important. 

 

English 
 
Literature and Language 
Our focus shared texts are stories from around the world. 

We will discuss the characters and settings of the different texts and 
explore how language is used to present these features. This will be 
integrated with Geography - places and connections around the world. We 
will learn how people are connected to their country, place and culture in 
different regions and countries 
 
Literacy 
In Term Four, we continue our journey to become fluent readers and 
develop good comprehension skills. All students have made very good 
progress this year in their competence in phrasing and fluency by 
combining contextual, semantic, grammatical, and phonic knowledge using 
text processing strategies. They are now reading more complex texts. We 
will continue to develop comprehension strategies to assist literal and 
inferred comprehension. Writing focus is on creating Informative and 
instructional text and as well, continue narratives and retells. 
The students are encouraged to re-read and edit their text for sequence, 
spelling, sentence-boundary punctuation and correctly formed upper case 
and lower-case letters. 
 
Spelling. Using the Diana Rigg Spelling assessments and program, the 

children are regularly tested and move forward through the stages. Each 
stage focuses on a spelling rule. All students have exposure to all groups 
spelling words but complete activities from their own list. 

 
Visual Arts Integrated in ENGLISH AND 
GEOGRAPHY. 

This term we will learn  to create landscapes, 
using visual art elements and techniques, to 
create artwork of various places studied in 
our investigation of places and countries. We 

will also examine Aboriginal art, how it was 
created originally and attempt to design art 

using a similar but modern technique. 

HASS. 
Our pupils continue their study of geography in Semester 2. We keep looking 
at where the world's key geographic divisions—such as continents and 
oceans—are in reference to Australia. Discover which nations are found in 
the northern and southern hemispheres. We investigate the question: 
Where does Australia fit into the scheme of things? 

 
What are the names of the places in our world that demonstrate divisions? 
How can maps depict scale? What effects does the type of map being seen 
have on scale? 
 

We look at the names given to local landmarks and locations that have 
significance to the locals, especially the ways that Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander Peoples continue to be connected to their homeland  
 
 

Digital and Design Technology. 

Media Arts – Seesaw /Literature/ HASS The Year Two 
students will experiment with 
images, audio and/or text to produce media 
artwork that communicates ideas and tells 
stories in all areas of learning. Look out for the 
links with our English and Geography links-our 
students in different locations throughout the 

world! (green screen magic!) 

 

https://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/teaching/curriculum-browser/the-arts/media-arts3/arts-overview/glossary2/audio
https://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/teaching/curriculum-browser/the-arts/media-arts3/arts-overview/glossary2/media-work
https://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/teaching/curriculum-browser/the-arts/media-arts3/arts-overview/glossary2/media-work

